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Abstract: We report the observation of cascaded Raman lasing in high-Q
As2S3 microspheres. Cascaded stimulated Raman scattering emission is
obtained up to the 5th order for a pump wavelength of 1557 nm and up to the
3rd order for a pump wavelength of 1880 nm. High-Q As2S3 microspheres
are used in a self-frequency locking laser setup without an external laser
source. Threshold curves measurements are presented and follow the
expected coupled mode theory behavior with a sub-mW threshold pump
power.
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1. Introduction

Stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) and cascaded SRS are important nonlinear optical phenom-
ena for signal generation at wavelengths that are not accessible by conventional semiconductor
and rare-earth doped sources. This is due to the fact that Raman gain is available over the entire
transparency window of the host material. This can be especially important for the 2−12 μm
mid-IR region for molecular spectroscopy and biosensing applications.

Chalcogenide glasses such as As2S3 are ideal materials in this regard as they provide a wide
transparency window over the mid-IR. Widespread under the form of high purity fibers, chalco-
genide glasses are also known for their high Raman gain typically more than 100 times the gain
of silica [1, 2]. SRS and cascaded SRS processes were already observed in As2S3 and As2Se3

fibers, tapered fibers and suspended core fibers [2–12].
Whispering gallery modes (WGM) microcavities such as spheres, disks and toroids are ex-
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cellent structures for SRS emission thanks to their high Q-factors and small modal volumes.
SRS and cascaded SRS emission were also demonstrated in silica spheres and toroids, CaF2

disks and LiNbO3 disks [13–17]. Typical input power threshold < 100 μW were obtained for
the first Raman order emission due to the cavity high Q-factor > 108 [13, 16].

Chalcogenide WGM cavities such as As2S3 and Ge23Sb7S70 racetracks [18–20], As2S3 and
As2Se3 disks [21,22], As2S3 microfibers [23] and Ga:La:S, As2S3 and As2Se3 spheres [24–31]
were also fabricated. Despite the high potential of chalcogenide glasses as a SRS medium, it
was not until recently that SRS emission was observed in chalcogenide WGM cavities. First
order SRS emission with a threshold pump power of 35 μW was shown in As2S3 microspheres
with a Q-factor of 7×107 [30].

In this article, we demonstrate cascaded SRS emission in As2S3 high-Q microspheres up to
the 5th Raman order pumped at a wavelength of 1557 nm. Threshold power measurements show
the expected coupled mode theory dynamics for the first three Raman order emission. A laser
pumping setup without an external source is presented together with a packaging technique for
the microsphere and the tapered fiber. Testing was also performed using a pump wavelength
of 1880 nm. SRS emission up to the 3rd order was obtained at a wavelength of 2350 nm.
These results show the potentiel of As2S3 high-Q microspheres to act as sub-mW pump power
cascaded SRS sources in the telecommunication band and in the 2−6 μm mid-IR range.

2. Self-frequency locking laser setup

Chalcogenide glasses such as As2S3 have a relatively high thermorefractive coefficient dn
dT .

This property makes it difficult to couple an external signal to a high-Q optical mode because
the resonance rapidly shifts away as the mode region heats up, and limits the optical power
coupled inside the cavity. To mitigate this behavior, we used a self-frequency locking laser
setup shown Fig. 1 [32]. The amplified signal of an Er-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) is sent
through a tunable band-pass filter (TBF) with a bandwidth of 0.2 nm and tunable throughout
the telecommunication C-band. An isolator (Iso) prevents any back-reflection to be amplified
and ensures the signal direction in the fiber cavity. The filtered optical signal goes through a
circulator and is evanescently coupled to an As2S3 microsphere using a silica tapered fiber with
a diameter of 2 μm. The microspheres are fabricated from reshaping the tip of a fine As2S3

wire using a CO2 laser. The Q-factors of the spheres typically reach 107 [30]. Some high-Q
resonances act as narrow band mirror when they are mode-splitted by a small perturbation
such as surface roughness or a dust particle. A single laser line is typically reflected back in
the fiber cavity. The bandwidth of a high-Q resonance is usually below 1 pm at a wavelength

1

2

3

1550 nm

EDFA

PC PC

Iso

Pol
Sphere

OSATBF 1550 nm
SRS emission

Det

Fig. 1. Self-frequency locking laser setup - The gain signal from a Er-doped fiber amplifer
is filtered using a 0.2 nm bandwidth tunable band-pass filter. An As2S3 microsphere acts
as a narrow-band mirror and sends back a single line emission in the fiber loop. The trans-
mitted pump signal and the forward Raman signal is measured by the OSA. A powermeter
measures the injected pump power in the tapered fiber.
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of 1550 nm. The polarization controllers (PCs) and a polarizer (Pol) are used to optimize the
coupling conditions to the microsphere. When the pump signal power is strong enough, SRS
emission builds-up in the microsphere. The emitting pump signal and forward Raman signal are
measured using a Yokogawa AQ6375 optical spectrum analyzer (OSA). The optical power sent
to the microsphere is measured using an optical powermeter (Det). In this configuration, the
signal is forced to propagate inside a high-Q mode of the microcavity and the lasing frequency
is determined by the resonances of the microcavity.

3. Sphere encapsulation

Dust particles on the sphere surface increase the scattering losses and thus decrease the
Q-factor. To avoid such detrimental contamination, the microsphere and the tapered silica
fiber are packaged in a closed glass tube. Figure 2 shows the glass tube packaging process.
First, glass half-rods are glued inside of the lower half of a 6 cm long glass tube with a
low-expansion UV-polymer (Fig. 2(a)). The tapered silica fiber is fabricated and is glued on
the half-rods (Fig. 2(b)). The fiber tip of the microsphere is then attached to the glass tube once
the coupling condition and the transmission spectrum are optimized. Finally, the upper half of
the glass tube is placed on top to complete the assembly (Fig. 2(c)). An image of a typical
As2S3 high-Q microsphere is presented in Fig. 3(a).

It was recently shown that an As2S3 microsphere and a silica tapered fiber can be packaged in
a UV-curable polymer [29]. Unfortunately, the additional loss caused by the polymer touching
the sphere reduces the Q-factor of the sphere. Q-factors up to 2×105 were measured using this
method.

In contrast, the glass tube packaging method leaves the tapered fiber and the microsphere
suspended in air. The transmission of the tapered fiber and the high Q-factor of the sphere are
not affected by this method. Resonances with a loaded Q-factor QL up to 107 are measured at a
wavelength of 1550 nm after the packaging process. A high-Q resonance transmission spectrum
is shown in Fig. 3(b) for a sphere with a diameter of 40 μm. Once sealed, the glass tube could
be used as a gas chamber for gas sensing measurements if a mid-IR source were to be used.

4. Cascaded SRS emission from the 1550 nm wavelength region

Cascaded SRS emission is obtained when the gain provided by the previous Raman orders
exceeds the losses of the present Raman order. Whispering gallery modes of cavities such as
microspheres are ideal for cascaded SRS emission since they present high Q-factors, small

(a) (b) (c)
5 mm

6 cm

Fig. 2. Glass tube packaging - (a) Glass half-rods are installed in the lower half of a glass
tube. (b) The tapered fiber is attached to the glass half-rods. While the microsphere is in a
optimal coupling condition, its fiber tip is glued to the side of the half-tube. (c) The upper
half of the glass tube is placed on top.
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Fig. 3. (a) Image of a typical packaged As2S3 microsphere. (b) Transmission spectrum of a
high-Q resonance from a packaged As2S3 microsphere. The loaded Q-factor QL = 1×107.

mode volumes and a good mode overlap. A spectrum of the forward Raman signal power is
presented in Fig. 4. The sphere used has a diameter of 50 μm and is in contact with the sil-
ica tapered fiber. SRS emission up to 5th order is observed while pumping at a wavelength of
1557 nm and with a pump power of 6.3 mW. Raman emission peaks are located in multimode
bands centered on wavelengths of 1646 nm, 1747 nm, 1861 nm, 1991 nm and 2140 nm respec-
tively. The Raman shift of each successive Raman order corresponds to a value of ∼ 10.5 THz.
This value is in agreement with an in-house Raman spectroscopy measurement on the surface
of our As2S3 spheres. A typical Raman spectroscopy measurement is shown in the inset of
Fig. 4. This Raman shift for As2S3 was also predicted in [1, 33].

The SRS emission is multimode due to the large Raman gain bandwidth of As2S3 glass and
the large number of high-Q cavity modes present across the spectrum. However, a single pump
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Fig. 4. Spectrum of a cascaded SRS emission of an As2S3 microsphere including 5 Raman
orders generated from a pump wavelength of 1557 nm. The injected pump power in the
tapered fiber is 6.3 mW. Each Raman order bands are centered on wavelengths of 1646 nm,
1747 nm, 1861 nm, 1991 nm and 2140 nm respectively. The inset shows a typical Raman
spectroscopy measurement made on an As2S3 sphere surface.
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mode contributes to the gain of all the first Raman order emission peaks. Each peak can then
provide gain for the successive Raman order emission peaks. In this multimode regime, mode
competition causes fluctuation of the output Raman power. To get a reliable power measure-
ment, a regime where each Raman order emission is monomode is preferred.

Figure 5 shows the forward Raman signal power as a function of the injected pump power
for three Raman orders. Each data point are extracted from a spectral measurement for different
injected pump power values. The pump and the three Raman orders wavelengths are 1536 nm,
1619 nm, 1721 nm and 1830 nm respectively. In Fig. 5(a), as the pump power is increased, the
first Raman order emission starts at an injected pump power of 370 μW and it follows a square
root dependency as expected [14]. In the inset of Fig. 5(a), a square root curve fit shows that the
first Raman order emission saturates at a pump power of ∼ 450 μW. The saturation is caused
by the SRS emission of a second Raman order presented in Fig. 5(b). The growth of the second
order follows an expected linear dependency as the pump power increases. A linear curve fit
indicates a threshold pump power of 430 μW. The first Raman order saturation is maintained
until a pump power of ∼ 600 μW where the first order emission increases again for a higher
pump power. It coincides with the SRS emission of a third Raman order shown in Fig. 5(c).
Again, the Raman signal power of the first and third order are in agreement with a square root
tendency [14]. A square root curve fit shows a threshold pump power of 607 μW. The error
on pump power measurement is limited by the fluctuation of the pump power circulating in the
fiber cavity. The error on the forward Raman signal power is based on the noise level of the
OSA.

The forward external efficiency ηext = dPRi/dPin, where PRi is the ith Raman order signal
power and Pin is the injected pump power, are (1.3±0.8)×10−2 %, (1.23±0.02)×10−2 %
and (7±2)×10−3 % for the first, second and third Raman order respectively. These relatively
low values are attibuted to a low coupling phase matching between the optical modes of the
cavity and the silica tapered fiber, hence being in a undercoupling condition Qc >>Q0 with the
coupling Q-factor Qc and the intrinsic Q-factor Q0. The use of an As2S3 tapered fiber would
greatly increase the coupling coefficient and the Raman signal extraction.

5. Cascaded SRS emission from the 1880 nm wavelength region

An important property of As2S3 glass is its tranparency window across the 2− 6 μm spectral
range. Combining this property, a high Raman gain and the high Q-factor of As2S3 micro-
spheres could lead to low power mid-IR sources. To test this idea, we replaced the Er-doped
fiber amplifier in Fig. 1 with a Tm-doped fiber amplifier to shift the Raman pump wavelength
near 2 μm. The setup is shown in Fig. 6. A pump signal at a wavelength of 1550 nm is sent to
a 32-cm long Tm-doped fiber. The gain signal in the 1800-1900 nm spectral region propagates
to an As2S3 microsphere. Again, this setup uses the microsphere as a narrow band mirror. The
reflected signal is sent back to the Tm-doped fiber. The isolator (Iso) forces the propagation
direction. The polarization controller (PC) is used to optimize the coupling conditions and to
select a preferred resonance group. The spectra are measured with an OSA.

In Fig. 7, a typical spectrum is presented for a multimode pump emission centered around
a wavelength of 1880 nm. The signal power at a wavelength of 1550 nm that pumps the gain
in the Tm-doped fiber is approximately 875 mW. The multimode 1880 nm pump signal in the
microcavity leads to cascaded SRS emission up to the third order. The generated SRS signal is
also multimode. SRS emission peaks are grouped around a wavelength of 2015 nm, 2170 nm
and 2350 nm for the first, second and third order respectively. Again, the Raman shift is in
agreement with the value of 10.3 THz.

These measurements show that As2S3 microspheres are good candidates for low power cas-
caded Raman sources. Furthermore, the transparency window of chalcogenide glasses such as
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Fig. 5. Forward Raman signal power measurements for the (a) 1st (b) 2nd and (c) 3rd Ra-
man order. In the inset of (a), SRS threshold pump power is 370 μW. In (b), the threshold
pump power of the second order Raman emission is 430 μW. The first order Raman sig-
nal saturates when the second order SRS emission power increases between 450 μW and
600 μW of pump power. In (c), the threshold power of the third Raman order is 607 μW.
The first order Raman signal increases again when the third order Raman signal is getting
stronger.
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Fig. 6. Self-frequency locking laser setup at 1880 nm - The gain of a Tm-doped fiber is sent
to the microsphere which acts as a narrow band mirror. The reflected signal is amplified in
the fiber loop. The spectra are measured using an OSA.

As2S3 offers the possibility to extend the emission wavelength to the 2− 6 μm region. The
As2S3 glass provided by CorActive High-Tech has an attenuation value below 1 dB/m across
this spectral region. An upper Q-factor limit of 1× 107 could be achieved if this attenuation
value is considered. Provided that the laser fabrication technique produced microspheres with
intrinsic Q-factors near this limit [30], the realisation of mid-IR As2S3 cascaded Raman sources
with sub-mW of pump power seems possible.
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Fig. 7. Spectrum of a cascaded SRS emission with 3 Raman orders with a pump wave-
length band centered on 1880 nm. Multimode Raman emission band positions are 2015 nm,
2170 nm and 2350 nm respectively.

6. Conclusion

In this work, we presented measurements of cascaded stimulated Raman scattering emission in
As2S3 microspheres. Due to the high Raman gain of As2S3 and the high Q-factor resonances
of the microspheres, SRS emissions up to the 5th order were observed with a pump wavelength
of 1557 nm. A self-frequency locking laser setup was used to mitigate the thermal drift of high
Q-factor resonances. We introduced a packaging technique for an As2S3 sphere and a tapered
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fiber which preserves the high Q-factors of the cavities. The measurements of the Raman sig-
nal power as a function of the input pump power were shown for the first three Raman orders.
These measurements are in agreement with the expected theoretical behavior. Another setup
was built to pump the microsphere at a wavelength of 1880 nm using a Tm-doped fiber am-
plifier. SRS emissions up to the 3rd order were measured. These results reveal the potential of
As2S3 microspheres as low power cascaded Raman sources at telecommunication wavelengths
and in the 2−6 μm mid-IR range.
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